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Please complete your preliminary expedition report (approximately 500 words).
Exploratory Steep Skiing in Baffin’s Remote Arctic Fiords
Our trip started out mid April at Clyde River by securing a skidoo ride towards Gibbs Fiord. As we progressed inland
past the 600 m high Ship’s Prow and 71 degrees North point into Scott Inlet, we caught glimpse of some stunning ski
lines and decided to stop and camp. Over the next 3 days we skied 5 lines on South of Scott Island, 3 of which were
outstandingly beautiful, varying in length from 450 to 620 m vertical. We know of no other descents of these lines.
It was then time to move camp we kited 35 km into Gibbs Fiord to our second base camp where we would spend five
days exploring.
The next day we skied a 1300 m south facing line on Sillem Island, reminiscent of the Y couloir on Aiguille Argentiere.
In the following days we skied 2 North facing lines on the South Side of Gibbs Fiord, in the vicinity of the branch into
Refuge Harbour.
On the final day in Gibbs we skinned for a couple of hours westward and skied a 650 m line of Sillem Island then
decided to go ski the cul-de-sac line we had skinned past a couple of kilometres down fiord.
The climbing was quick and an hour later we find the couloir curved to the right where we thought it stopped. We
continued on with little doubt that the couloir would stop, but after a couple of bends we found it lead to the plateau at
1250 m. At 11 pm we started to ski, initially the couloir was 3 m wide and required precision turns but the snow was
incredible sluffy powder and even on the steeper rolls the skiing was just unadulterated fun.
We are clarifying what Hilary O’Neil and Ingrid Backstrom skied in Gibbs in 2005.
It was time for us to move camp again and we used the kites to cover the 20 km to Refuge harbour in under an hour.
From Refuge Harbour luck was on our side and a streak of water ice provided easy passage through the morraines up
into Stewart Valley and at the end of the first lake we made camp on a desolate freeze dried and wind blasted beach.
The next day we continued hauling through Stewart Valley under Great Sail Peak until a couple of kms from ‘Russian’
beach we spotted a sheltered recess in the snow-covered moraine for Camp 4.
5 km of moraines separated us from the Walker Arm and we weren’t about to get through ‘Scott free’ as we triple
carried over the watershed. By evening we had covered 1 km of moraine and instead of continuing we rewarded
ourselves and with a night ski in Crosshairs Couloir. The view of Stewart Valley form the top and down Walker Arm
was stunning. A 1000m of creamy powder in Crosshairs was a great end to day as we skied back to Camp 5 in the
moraines.
The following day we continued to battle through moraines covered with heavily faceted snow until finally we
encountered a vein of snow that leads us quickly down the last kilometre to the edge of the Walker Arm. Back on easy
flat sea ice we hauled for a couple hours across to the Walker Citadel which became camp 6.
Marcus and myself start of by skiing Debris Couloir which is the left branch of the converging couloirs on the North
Side of Walker Citadel. We skied from the cul-de-sac at 900m. Boot deep blower pow provided very sensual turns and
we skied fast and effortlessly down the first 500 m. Below this the snow turned to firmer chalk but it was still fun flowy
skiing. We spent the afternoon skiing the 600 m Broken Dreams couloir on the Walker Citadel.
Polar Star Couloir on the Beluga Spire was next up. Near the top where we encountered a thin strip of snow with glacial
ice either side. We continued up but the snow thinned down to 3 inches over glacial ice, good enough for one skier to
pass but not all of us. We downclimbed 15m until 10 inches of snow over the ice allowed us to transition to our skis.
The snow below was powdery and some special turns with the odd face shot took us quickly down the couloir.

The next day we hit a 1450 m South facing line opposite the Walker Citadel we had been spying for a couple of days.
Velvet corn snow provided smooth silky skiing and 5 minutes later we were down.
Our sights now moved back to the Walker Citadel and a South facing line that Marcus had previously discovered. We
skated 5 kms around the East face and another 1450 m torture session landed us on the summit plateau. The	
   line	
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   wind	
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Next up on our list was the 1200 m Northwest Passage that was a 10 km skate up fiord. Once again we were lucky with
fantastic boot deep powder in the couloir which took the edge of the 50 degree turns.
After this we moved camp and hauled to the bay on the NE corner of the Walker Citadel. Leaving our kit there we went
to the NW Couloir right of the Stump Spire. Initially the line took a ribbon of snow underneath a sea of slabs helpfully
avoiding any further undesirable moraine warfare. We found the col to be 1100 m with superb situations opposite
Citadel’s Secret and the vast East Face.
We then sled hauled through the night to Sam Ford Fiord, eventually crawling into bed at 3. This was our 7th and final
base camp of the expedition. The remaining days we skied 6 classic routes on Sam Ford Wall and one 450 m ramp
situated between AC Cobra and Pinto. It is hard to ascertain if that was another first descent.
Marcus & Tom also repeated Inquisition on Great Cross Peak and we all kited down to the 1500 m buttress to the North
of Great Cross and skied a fantastic spiralling east facing line from a step at 1000 m that we weren’t inclined to
surmount.
After 20220 m vertical climbing, skiing 26 lines, 240 kms covered on skis, 30 days on the ice and signs of the break up
starting we made the call to get picked up on 20th May.
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